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We consider thermal equilibrium simulation of systems in which the energy of any given state is either not known exactly or else can much more cheaply be estimated. A classic example in physics is where each energy calculation itself involves sampling over a distribution. When the energy errors have known Gaussian distribution, an exact solution was noted by Ceperley and Dewing [1] , and shown to be much more efficient than direct estimate of relative probability as used in lattice gauge theory (LGT) computations following Kennedy and Kuti [2] . An independent approximate attempt was also made by Krajčí and Hafner [3] . In this Letter we show how, by stochastic annealing, thermal equilibrium distributions can be sampled exactly and efficiently, even where the distribution of error is not exactly known.
These thermal sampling techniques can be applied to optimization problems where the objective function is analogously difficult to evaluate, using simulated annealing [4] (meaning simulated cooling) or related methods [5, 6] . As an example we design model protein molecules to fold as fast as possible, where the only way to evaluate a particular design is to run a sample of folding simulations. Others have developed more empirical methods [7] [8] [9] for similar problems, but none of these is underpinned by simulation of true thermal equilibrium.
In a thermal equilibrium ensemble the probability of the system occupying a state with energy E is
where 1 T is the reciprocal temperature. This distribution can be sampled by a Markov process, in which the system makes transitions (moves) from one state to another with rate constants K ! which depend only on the two states concerned. Thermal equilibrium is achieved through detailed balance provided the move set is ergodic and the rate constants obey
where E is the energy difference E ÿ E.
K ! is typically the combination of an attempt frequency to move to state given that the system is in state , which we set to unity hereafter, multiplied by an acceptance probability. This acceptance probability must obey 0 K 1. The Metropolis algorithm [10] is fully specified by requiring that KE 1 for E < C, with maximal C (maximizing acceptance rates) giving
whereas the Glauber acceptance function [11] arises by requiring that KE KÿE 1, leading to
These are compared graphically in Fig. 1 . We consider the case when the true energy change is not known exactly, and we must accept each move ÿ with probability Ax based on x Eÿ y which is only an estimate of the true energy change Eÿ. We assume the errors y are statistically independent with zero mean and distribution fy j ÿ. The net probability of accepting a move whose true energy change is E is then given by
and it is our aim to choose Ax such that KE satisfies detailed balance (2), the problem posed by Ref. [1] . We gain insight by considering the crude choice Ax 1 for x < 0 and Ax 0 otherwise. This simple strategy can give a good approximation to Eq. (2) of great value in optimization. The resulting acceptance function K when f is a Gaussian distribution is graphed in Fig. 1 . The resemblance between this and the Glauber acceptance function (whose symmetry it shares) is striking, showing how the random energy errors make the selection look thermal-although in this case the match is not exact. The standard deviation of the Gaussian distribution controls an approximate effective temperature using this rule, as inverting Eq. (2) gives For many optimization purposes the small departure from detailed balance, due to the energy dependent terms, is not a problem. Figure 2 shows how we successfully applied the above to optimize model protein folding: for each design change considered we obtained estimates of the change in mean folding time from a limited sample of folding simulations, and as the annealing proceeded we gradually cooled the system by increasing the sample sizes leading to reduced error size and reduced temperatures through Eq. (6). Our results show that optimizing folding performance selects sequences which fold with considerably less than maximal thermal stability, and the same appears to happen in nature: real (nonhomologous, two-state) proteins exhibit only marginal correlation between folding rate and stability [13] . In another paper [14] we show that our method can be exploited to unravel a benchmark problem in stochastic optimization, the probabilistic traveling salesman problem [15, 16] .
We now find Ax properly, such that K exactly satisfies detailed balance, Eq. (2), assuming for the present that the error distribution fyjÿ is fully known.
Exact thermal sampling leads to some bounds on the behavior of Ax and of fyjÿ, in the latter case restricting when stochastic annealing is achievable. Detailed balance requires R 1 ÿ1 fy j ÿAy Eÿdy e ÿE KÿE e ÿE and for large positive E this restricts all contributions to the left-hand side. First consider y ' 0 for which fy j ÿ is not expected to be small. Then the exponential decay on this contribution must come from Ax [17] falling off at least as fast as e ÿx as x ! 1, which becomes important in our later analysis. Second, consider y E ' 0, for which Ax cannot become small or we would be heavily rejecting even moves which appear to be downwards in energy. Then the exponential decay on this contribution must come from fÿEjÿ falling off at least as fast as e ÿE for E ! 1. This latter sets a fundamental restriction on stochastic annealing: the probability for large energy increases to be estimated as negative must fall off faster than a thermal Boltzmann factor.
Introducing the substitutions fyjÿ e =2y gy; ÿ and Ax e ÿx=2 ax, detailed balance is achieved by
hsgx ÿ s; ÿÿds;
provided hs and correspondinglyh hp below are even. The acceptance probability as a function of the true underlying energy change E is then given by a convolution with the error distribution. As shown for the Gaussian distribution case, this gives an excellent approximation to the exact Glauber acceptance rule.
Here ÿÿ labels the transition inverse to ÿ, and Eq. (7) appears to abuse our notation, in that it was earlier implied that the acceptance function Ax did not depend on hidden details of the move ÿ. Our later discussion will focus on the case where the distribution of error is only assumed to be symmetric, so that fy j ÿ fy j ÿÿ and hence also gy j ÿ gy j ÿÿ, and this is the only real restriction required for the analysis in between. However, for practicality and motivation we present it as relating to the case of invariant error distribution, where gy j ÿ gy with any symmetric dependence on ÿ suppressed from the notation.
We now aim to choose h to maximize the move acceptance rates, which are governed by Ax. We follow the Metropolis methodology in choosing Ax to be identically 1 below some threshold, x < C. Then using the Fourier-Laplace transform defined byf fp R 1 ÿ1 e ÿpx fxdx, the transform of a becomes
where bx Axe x=2 for x C, bx 0 for x < C. From Eq. (7) the transform of the new function bx is
The exponential bound we established on the right tail of Ax [17] implies thatb bp is bounded for Rep > ÿ 2 , whereas the integrability of fy together with the exponential bound on its left tail imply only thatg gp is bounded for ÿ 2 Rep < 2 . Thush hp must be chosen to cancel both any divergences ofg gp in Rep 2 and the apparent pole at p =2: We first turn to the WienerHopf method [18] makes the residue of this pole cancel when we reassemble the expression (9) for b bp, leading to the acceptance function given bỹ
: (11) C drops out of this optimal solution because it simply reflects the partition we introduced in Eq. (8) .
As a simple example of our approach above, we consider fy 2 e ÿjyj . This leads tog gp; . This acceptance function is positive definite for , corresponding to the range of achievable stochastic annealing discussed earlier, and as ! 1 it duly recovers the Metropolis method. We have analyzed other simple cases such as a rectangular error distribution, the superposition of two exponentials as above, and the multiple convolution of exponentials, all leading to results of equivalent properties.
The analysis of a Gaussian error distribution turns out to be slightly singular, in that its correspondingg gp has no obvious Wiener-Hopf factorization. However, we can approach it by considering the case where x is taken to be a sum of N independent exponential-distributed variables, the error distribution approaching Gaussian form as N ! 1. In this caseg gp g gp; N with 2N p =, where is the standard deviation of x, leading toã ap
as N ! 1 at fixed . The corresponding acceptance function by inverse transformation is then given by
This is the one exact closed form solution previously known [1] , and its singular status might be interpreted as the source of difficulty in perturbing about it, where Ceperley and Dewing obtained nonconvergent series [1] . The optimal acceptance rules found above all obey 0 Ax 1 required for a probability, but it can be objected that our optimal method gives no guarantee of this outcome. We have discovered a general but suboptimal solution for the acceptance function which does assure the requirement. The key idea is that, given the result (11), our requirements on the factorization ofg gp can be relaxed to require only thatg g R p is bounded for Rep > ÿ 2 and thatg g L p is nonzero for Rep < 2 . Then assuming that fy 0 for y < C, an acceptable factorization is given byg g R p g gpe pC ,g g L p e ÿpC leading toã ap =2 2 ÿp 2 g gp g g 2 , at which point we can let C ! ÿ1 so no significant new restriction has been imposed on f. The resulting acceptance function can be expressed as the convolution
ÿy fydy: (13) It can be verified by direct substitution that this obeys the detailed balance condition (2), is manifestly positive definite, and gives maximum acceptance 1 as x ! ÿ1. This acceptance probability is lower than the optimal form where we have calculated that, the key difference being that an interval where A 1 is not imposed. We were very surprised to note that Eq. (13) even suggests a way to generate correct sampling when the error distribution is not known, by using sampling of the error distribution to evaluate the integral in the acceptance rule (13) . The key to doing this is first to double up the sampling of the energy change estimate, using x x 1 x 2 =2 and then to use y x 3 ÿ x 4 =2 as a sampling of the energy change error, where x i are four statistically independent calculations of the same energy change. Evidently y validly samples the distribution of error in x provided only that the distribution of error in the x i is symmetric, leading to
where D is a numerical divisor discussed below. The above ''universal'' acceptance rule is remarkable in that it contains only two assumptions, the first being symmetry of the error distribution: positive and negative errors of the same magnitude must be equally likely for a given move. The second is that, although we do not need to know the shape of the distribution nor its dependence on the particular move ÿ, we do need bounds on its outer tail so that we can safely set the divisor D to ensure A < 1 for an acceptance probability. The same sort of prefactor issue arises in the method [2] established in LGT computations, but the difference is that our setting of D is limited only by fluctuations in energy change estimate, whereas the prevailing LGT method has to set the equivalent of D to counter the full range of Boltzmann factor with the underlying energy change included.
If the errors in the underlying x i have finite range, it is trivial to render the acceptance probabilities bounded by unity. A more practical example is where we model the tails of the distribution of the x i by a Gaussian with standard error ; then the probability that A > 1 arises is bounded by " < =2 p lnD expÿlnD= 2 and the cost of making this extremely small turns out to be quite modest. The efficient way to do this is to make each of the x i be itself the average over n samplings of the energy change, so that n n ÿ1=2 which entails computational cost per accepted move proportional to cn nD. Optimizing the latter with respect to the choice of n at fixed " leads to c min e 2 2 ln=2 p ", excluding doubly logarithmic terms. Even when the original x i are not Gaussian, under multiple sampling they approach this and similar economies obtain. One can take an empirical approach to the prefactor 1=D, monitoring the acceptance probabilities and cumulating A > 1 into excess statistical weights: this approach requires multiple runs of the Markov chain and gives good sampling only if the cumulated weights stay close to unity.
We are confident our new methods of exactly thermal stochastic annealing will find significant direct application. One source of error with knowable distribution is computational rounding, and it is intriguing that we can in principle correct for this in thermal sampling. The really remarkable result is our universal sampling rule (14) which requires bounds only on the tails of the error distribution, provided the distribution is symmetric. This includes the Gaussian error distribution where the variance can only be estimated [1] . We have also begun to investigate how using richer linear combinations in the exponents of Eq. (14) can accommodate nonsymmetric unknown distributions.
Underpinned by the exact results, our analysis provides a powerful new tool in stochastic optimization. Generally it will be sufficient and convenient to use the approximately thermal method we presented, of simply accepting moves which appear to be an improvement. Then all the benefits of simulated annealing are obtained by deliberately using crude estimates for each decision.
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